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This book is dedicated to
Adrian Mole, who ran so Loki
could kind of stumble around
messing everything up.
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Da y One:
We dn es da y
LOKI VIRTUE SCORE OR LVS:

-3000
My name is Loki, and I am a god.
Or I was until last Tuesday. Now,
Odin has banished me to Earth
in the form of an eleven-year-old
boy. This situation is bad for many
different reasons.
First, there is the overall
weakness of this mortal body.
I’m not the strongest of the gods,
but right now, my legs look like

LOKI
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sticks,
I have
the upper-body
SIF’sand
head
looking
strength
of a small squirrel!
normal
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Gods spring into being fully formed, so I have not,

Second, there are my fake parents.

until now, ever been a child. Apparently, this is what

The guard god Heimdall, (who hates me)

Odin thinks I would look like as one! Rude!

and a terrifying giant called Hyrrokkin
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BIG HAIR

AFTER

HYRROKKIN

(feelings unknown) are here to pretend
to be my father and mother
while we are on Earth. I have
to live with them and do what
they say. I am appalled at
this indignity. I’m thousands
of years old! I should not
have a bedtime! I should not have to do
ONLY
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HORNS
COOL FACIAL
HAIR
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NECK

BROAD
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ARM
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chores! I should absolutely under no
circumstances be expected to fold my
own undergarments!
Third, I must
put up with elevenyear-old Thor, who seems to take

,
Thor
I am bum
f
god o der!
u
h
t n

great amusement from sitting on
my head and farting. Perhaps I should
take comfort in the fact that he is here

STICK
LEGS

and must suffer with me ... but it’s hard
to be comforted at the same time you’re
being farted on.

T
SHOR
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to

While I am on Earth, I must write in this stupid

Correction: I am not just any random voice.

book every single day for a month to prove that I’m

I am a simulation of Odin himself, with all

becoming a better person and worthy of Asgard,

his wisdom.

!

whatever that means.
Now, you’re probably thinking, “Loki, you are the

If you’re so wise, what number am I thinking of?

god of lies, the greatest trickster of them all … why
don’t you just lie in the book and say you’ve been

You are not thinking of a number. You are

very, very good all month?”

thinking, “Odin smells”.

Sadly, Odin, in his annoying wisdom, has thought
of that. This is a magical diary. If I lie in here, the
diary will correct it. For example, if I say…

I AM THE MOST PO
E GODS…
WERFUL OF ALL TH

Ah. In which case I may as well be honest in these
pages. There’s a first time for everything.
My tragedy began with a trick involving the
goddess Sif, her long, golden locks, a pair of scissors
and an ill-timed nap. I’ll spare

!

Correction: no, you are not. Odin is. You are a

you the details, but let’s just

puny worm whose only real powers are physical

say that no one in Asgard can

transformation and being really sneaky.

take a joke. Or a haircut.
The next thing I knew,

... I get this kind of rude response.

I was clapped in chains,

So I have a choice: lie and be true to my glorious

stripped of my divine

nature and be scolded by this random disembodied

powers and locked in a

voice or tell the boring, unvarnished and usually

dungeon, while Odin

unflattering truth.

thought of a punishment.
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Fast-forward to this morning, when I was rudely

Correction: you are average-looking for a

shoved out of my prison, blinking in the Asgardian

god, and the reason everyone stares at you in

sunshine. Odin thrust this book into my hands and

Asgard is because they’re making sure you’re

booted me out from Asgard over the rainbow bridge

not up to anything.

!

down to Midgard – or, as you peasants call it, Earth.
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Me

Have I mentioned I HATE the
truth? It’s so ugly and naked, like
one of those mole rats that look

D
GAR
S
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like pink slug babies that have
been chewing rocks.

As I fell, I transformed
into my current puny shape.
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I landed down on Earth in a muddy puddle. Seconds
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When Heimdall and Hyrrokkin arrived, they looked
more or less like themselves, except Hyrrokkin was half
her usual height, and Heimdall lacked his godlike glow.
Both were dressed in dowdy human clothing.

later, Thor landed on top of me. Even as a human

Rather than animal pelts and many gold necklaces

boy, he is not light. Plus he was clutching his favourite

and bangles, Hyrrokkin’s human attire made her look

hammer, which made him even heavier. I now have

like she was about to attend a meeting for the Society

some very purple bruises.

of the Tedious and Humdrum. She was also on foot.

I picked myself up and looked around. I was in a
sad grey place full of mortals. No one was looking at

Usually, she rides a wolf with snakes for reins.
Heimdall’s bright armour and mighty weapons had

me. That’s when I realised that my shape had been

been replaced by loungewear and slippers. They led

changed. Ordinarily, I am so beautiful to behold that

me away to a hovel, where we were to live as a fake

all must look at me.

mortal family.
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Cheep!
Like this
house.

Anyway, let us return to my horrifying new reality.
In one of the small, sad rooms of our new dwelling,
Heimdall and Hyrrokkin sat me down and gave me
my orders.

Drab door. But
why would anyone
want to enter
anyway ?

Discarde d
mortal filt h
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Blah blah
snakes.

Blah blah
eternity.
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Wait,
SNAKES ?

Did I say you could
speak? Wanna talk
to my wolf?

Correction: It is actually quite a nice house by
human standards, with fast broadband and
power shower. All the above drawings are highly
inaccurate if not technically lies.
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• You, Loki, must show moral improvement

Correction: Hyrrokkin did not use her wolf to

as measured in virtue points. Your starting

threaten you.

score is -3000. Your goal is +3000.
The threat was implied. This whole thing is ridiculous.

• The score will be measured by a book (me)

Heimdall and Hyrrokkin can’t be trusted to report back

containing all the wisdom of Odin himself,

to Odin on how much I’ve improved. They hate me.

biase d

no

to
bj e
c

including important information about the
t iv
e

21st century.
• Hyrrokkin and Heimdall will supervise in
the guise of parents.
• Thor, pretending to be your brother, will
accompany you to places in the mortal

!

Correction: Heimdall hates you, Hyrrokkin’s on

realm where parents do not venture, such

the fence. And they won’t be reporting to Odin.

as school.

That is for me, the diary, to measure.

• You must not show your true godly powers
to any human. Should you do so, you will be

How about instead of rudely
interrupting, you give me a
pithy summary?

!

condemned to immediate and permanent
punishment.
• Should humanity come to catastrophe
during your time in Midgard, you will

Very well.

skip to immediate punishment.
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Plague ?
How r u de

Wait. I’m to blame for anything

!

Moments later

Let th ere
be light .

apocalyptically bad that happens
when I’m on Earth? Even a meteorite
strike? Or nuclear war? Or a plague of locusts?

! Correct.
UTTERLY

UNFAIR!

Sss
ss

Voila

In case of an emergency, you merely need to

the words HEY, ODIN and the Allfather
! utter
shall respond.
I am too awesome to be treated like this! I am Loki,
the cleverest, wittiest trickster! I refuse to spend a
whole month doing only tedious, virtuous things. I
shall no longer write in this diary! You’re not the boss

Gu e s s
wh e re
we
a re ?

Di sneyland ?
A ch ar ming
little bistr o
in Paris?

of me!

HEY, ODIN! DO YOU HEAR ME? I’m
not playing your game! I refuse !
Come and get me!
24

YOUR HOME,
FOR ALL
ETERNITY.

It turns out Odin IS the boss of me and I will have
to carry on recording my deeds in this diary, or else.
Although it pains me to continue writing, here’s what
happened next...

“Please, oh Allfather, no,” I begged. “I’ll do

“You refused your quest,” said Odin. “This is the
consequence. Meet Fangy, your new worst enemy.”
“Let’s not do anything hasty,” I said, backing away
from the snake’s dripping venom. “We should talk
about this like adults. Or like one adult and another
adult in the body of a child.”

anything. Please don’t make me stay here.” I
shuddered. I didn’t need to hear what further
torture Thor’s presence would entail.
Then there was the snake, weaving back
and forth above me, dripping its sizzling poison.
Odin sniffed. “I don’t believe you can do it.

Odin made a dismissive gesture, as though
shooing away a naughty dog. “You’re clearly too lazy
to be good for even one month, so welcome to the

You’re weak.”
This stung. “I am NOT! I am Loki! I am a god! I can
do ANYTHING!”

rest of forever. A chamber where the air is thick with

Odin looked at me for a long while in silence.

the smell of rotting fish and urine, with your least

I held my breath – and not just because of the

favourite song piped into your ears. Sif promises to
come and cut your hair on a regular basis, leaving all

terrible smell.
“Your challenge stands. One month to prove you

those super-annoying hairs you can never get rid of

are worthy of Asgard. No more, no less. And if you

down your neck. And Thor will…”

fail...” He shook his head and gestured to the hissing

Not th e
hair!

eh ,
Heh , h
h eh .

serpent. I think it winked at me.
Then, without another word, I was back here in my
ugly little chamber, lying on the uncomfortable bed,
the tears drying on my face.
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Da y Tw o:

So it seems that Odin will read this diary at the
end of the month and decide my fate. Will I return

Thur sd ay

home, or will I be condemned to eternal torture?
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LOKI VIRTUE SCORE OR LVS:

-3050
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This is going to be a loooooooong month.

Fifty points deducted for giving
up before even starting
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infi nity

What?
How dare
you !

I slept badly in the lumpy human bed. Where are
my pillows of dove feathers and my eiderdown knit
together with soft fluffy clouds? Say what you like
about Asgard (and I often do) but its soft furnishings
are second to none.
The day got no better. Instead of my usual
breakfast of honey and ambrosia and
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roast meats, I was forced to sit at a
tiny table, elbow to elbow with Thor,
and offered a sad box emblazoned
with the words wheety treets.
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